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I attended cooking classes for six years straight.
I learned to swim when I was 10 years old, after almost drowning in a pool.
I was runner-up in doubles tennis at the University of Florence tournament during my
specialization in Pediatrics.

2007: Where everything started
Back in 2007 I found myself – for the first time – participating as a student in a course for
simulation facilitators held by Peter Weinstock and the Boston Children's Hospital’s
colleagues. I didn’t know it yet, but I was about to start along my “path”.

After introducing the topics of the next three days, Peter suggested that we introduce
ourselves; but he wanted to know something else besides who we were and what we expected
from that course: “Tell us three things about you, two of which are true and one which is
false. Let’s try and guess the false one”. The challenge was to find three things, experiences
so personal that they couldn’t be known by my co-workers who I saw everyday.

I answered as follows:
1.
2.
3.

If you want to find the lie you can skip to the last page in the e-book…

I remember that for a few minutes people came up with the wildest stories trying to muddy the
waters and prevent others from guessing the false one. We found out ridiculous, heroic,
moving anecdotes about each participant. Some surprising details became funny
“catchphrases” in the following days.

The slight tension that I felt in facing a new course with such a prestigious faculty disappeared.

2009-2021: 12 years of icebreaker questions
2009 is the year when the SIMMeyer Simulation Program was born. During the first courses
in simulation we systematically introduced the icebreaker question at the beginning of every
session. After some time, there was a rumor going around about people wanting to participate
in simulations only to discover the new icebreaker question and see what the colleagues and
the facilitators would answer. The answers created a strange complicity inside the group and
allowed the participants to be more open and available for discussion, in particular during the
learning and debriefing phases.

Psychological safety and debriefing
As a matter of fact, debriefing is a situation during which participants lay themselves
bare, showing their mistakes. It might sound strange, but the positive outcome of a
debriefing is only partially linked to the scenario. More often, it’s what happened before
that can make a difference. It’s in the initial reception and briefing phases that psychological
safety forms in the minds of the participants, and this will help them to recognize their
mistakes with honesty, accept things to change, and be cooperative in finding possible
solutions.



The icebreaker question falls under the concept of psychological safety. It allows us to
know each other much better and to have some fun. It also forms one of the bricks that underly
the confidence and complicity essential in the learning and debriefing phases. For participants,
being in a safe learning environment will then allow them to be able to talk without feeling that
their words might have negative consequences.

Psychological safety is “being able to show and employ one's self without fear of negative
consequences of self-image, status or career”. Many studies have shown that this ability is
fundamental for optimizing learning during both simulations and debriefing.

A psychologically safe learning environment in simulation might make a big difference. It starts
from those small activities that range from familiarization with the simulator and environment,
to shared objectives, to the icebreaker question. All these things give the participants the idea
that they are free to make mistakes without consequences.

A good debriefer must have excellent communication skills, but also be able to build a
psychologically safe environment.

In this ebook you will find some of the most curious questions that we created in the
past 12 years. We repeated the questions many times over the years, always getting different
answers.

Have you ever used icebreaker questions to begin your simulation sessions? Share them
with us at simulazione@meyer.it, adding the year and the group that suggested them for a
new ebook with questions from all the different centres.

mailto:simulazione@meyer.it


Tell us three things about you, two of
which are true and one which is false.

 
Let’s try and guess the false one

Some l ies are so wel l  told that i t ’s  sad not to bel ieve them.
—Roberto Gervaso



In what occasions are you a lazybone?
 

And what do you do to defeat
laziness?

I  l ike the word ' indolence' .
I t  makes my laziness seem classy.

—Bernard Will iams



What’s the first means of
transportation you bought?

 
Share this memory with us

Anarchy is  the main trait  of  the motorbike.  You can run a red l ight ,  drive
it  the wrong way down a one-way street ,  park i t  on a s idewalk.

—Andrea Camilleri



What was the first job
you got paid for?

 
What did you buy with that money?

Unti l  you’re not able to explain to your grandma what your job is ,
you’re not real ly  working.

—@Martola (Twitter)



A song – an event
 

The memory of a specific event linked
to that song

We are able to f ind everything in our memory,  which is  l ike a dispensary
or chemical  laboratory in which chance steers our hand sometimes to a

soothing drug and sometimes to a dangerous poison.
—Marcel Proust,  "In Search of Lost Time"



A mistake from which I’ve learnt a lot
 

In my private life – on the job –
in simulation

Learn from the mistakes of  others.
You can never l ive long enough to make them al l  yourself .

—Groucho Marx



In my opinion, for team work the
most important aspect is…

 
And that’s why…

When the ants unite their  mouths,  they can carry an elephant.
—Burkina Faso Proverb



In my past I was part of a
“dream team”.

 
This is who we were and what we did

Talent wins games,
but teamwork and intel l igence wins championships.

—Michael Jordan



I took too big a chance that time…
I was very lucky that time…

 
Tell us

Don't  l isten to those who say:  "You are taking too big a chance".
Michelangelo would have painted the Sist ine f loor,  and i t  would surely be

rubbed out by today.
—Neil  Simon



What would you be
if you weren’t

a doctor or a nurse?
 

Choose a job you love
and you wi l l  never have to work a day in your l i fe .

—Unknown



What’s your dream house?
 

(No budget constraint)
 

"Second to the r ight ,"  said Peter ,  "and then straight on t i l l  morning."
"What a funny address!"  Peter had a s inking.  For the f irst  t ime he fel t  that

perhaps i t  was a funny address.
— James Matthew Barrie,  "Peter Pan"



What is the taste of the dish
that most reminds you

of your childhood?
 

The f irst  law of  dietet ics  seems to be:
i f  i t  tastes good,  i t 's  bad for you.

— Isaac Asimov



What would you bring with you on a
desert island?

 
Just one thing… and why?

“Ask her to give you a suitcase.  [ . . . ]  Please,  get  al l  the written pages,  don’t
leave any,  they ’re important,  because I ’m a writer .”

—Elsa Morante, "Arturo's Island"



What’s a remarkable concert that
moved you?

 
And we want to know why…

After s i lence,  that which comes nearest
to expressing the inexpressible is  music
—Aldous Huxley, "Music at night"



That time I messed up big!
 

Problems are l ike toi let  paper.
You pul l  on one and ten more come.

—Woody Allen



During this last year…
A new small pleasure in life

A new small pleasure at work
 

Al l  the things I  real ly  l ike to do are
either immoral ,  i l legal  or fattening.

—Alexander Woollcott



My best Carnival/Halloween dress
 

Man is  least  himself  when he talks in his  own person.
Give him a mask,  and he wi l l  te l l  you the truth.

—Oscar Wilde, "The Happy Prince & Other Tales"



If you could live in a different
historical era, which would you

choose and why?
 

A generation which ignores history
has no past  — and no future.

—Robert Anson Heinlein



I attended cooking classes for six years straight.
I learned to swim when I was 10 years old, after almost drowning in a pool.
I was runner-up in doubles tennis at the University of Florence tournament during my
specialization in Pediatrics.

... to recap
The three facts about me, that time, were:

1.
2.
3.

The false one was: I learned to swim when I was 10 years old, after almost drowning in a pool.
In fact, I never risked drowning when I was 10 y.o. (it happened when I was about 16 and in the
open sea, but this is a completely different story): I learned when I was 5.

It’s true that I took cooking classes for six years, but I rarely use my skills, much to my wife’s
dismay…

It’s also true that I was runner-up in doubles tennis at the University of Florence tournament
during my specialization, but I think it depended more on lucky dynamics in the scoreboard
that on sporting merit. And during the final, anyway, they trounced us.

—Marco de Luca (@marcodelucadoc)



Follow us on Twitter:
@CentroSIMMeyer

 
Join our Telegram channel:
https://t.me/simmeyer

 
Contact us:

simulazione@meyer.it


